Report for Fourth Two weeks

For this two week I picked up from where I left last time. So I started working on the displaying user testimonials on the www.sensiblewebsitelinks.com, here I decided to put the testimonial on the bottom of left part of the website. To make it look more dynamic I decided to put automatic fading effect to it so that when the displayed message fades out, the new message fades in. For this used JQuery and JavaScript. Besides I also used JavaScript to apply image slider on the left hand side of the page, in this case users have to click arrows on the either side of the pictures to change the images.

After that I started working on the graphical part of the website. Here with the help of the senior programmer I was able to apply transparency effect on the logo and other few pictures of the websites. For this purpose I used Adobe fireworks to edit the images and I found firework very useful to work on the website graphics.

When was done with this sensiblewebsitelinks.com project, I started working on www.mybsabusiness.com website again. This time I was asked to add more sample sites to the website with similar webpage contents. Here I had to modify the contents and graphics of the web templates to provide future customers with more choices on the design of the website they want. Here I learned include function of the PHP to be very useful in order to add header and footer to the website, as I used separate files to as header and footer of the website and included them in to the other web pages, so that I was able to gain uniformity in all of the web pages of the website. This time I was able to create eight sample websites in the span of five working days. Currently I am working on the making some minor changes on these sample websites and I believe I will able elaborate more about it in next report.